HIGHEST RANKING BACCALAUREATE DEGREE RECIPIENTS

ANTHROPOLOGY
Victoria Jean Avon

ART
Patricia Fonselius

BIOLOGY
Thomas William Adair

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (ACCOUNTING)
Deryusorh Joseph Fountain

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (ECONOMICS)
Parul Amin

CHEMISTRY
Morgan A. O’Neill

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
Natasha Azhar Butt

COMMUNICATION
Jenna M. Dorsi

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Brittany Leigh Priolo

EDUCATION–ELEMENTARY
Denise Yonezuka

EDUCATION–SECONDARY
Colleen Marie McKendry

ENGLISH
Britni Victoria Epstein

FINE ARTS
Andrew James Stratton

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Edda Serrano Pearman

HEALTH STUDIES
Jamie Lynn Hirth

HISTORY
Brian Michael Sudol

HISTORY/POLITICAL SCIENCE
Allison Linda Briscione

MATHEMATICS
Colleen Marie McKendry

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Sadegul Guven

MUSIC
Jessica Bariletti

NURSING
Edwin M. Chiriboga

PSYCHOLOGY
Kimberly Lauren Kepich

SOCIAL WORK
Danielle Christine Holmes

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Dhruv Motiani

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Lianne Maia Vivian

THEATRE ARTS
Maria Kohut

* July 2011 and August 2011 baccalaureate graduates with honors are noted in the program listing of candidates.

HIGHEST RANKING MASTER’S DEGREE RECIPIENTS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION–MBA
Priyanka Ahuja

COMPUTER SCIENCE–MS
Wujun Zhao

CORPORATE AND PUBLIC COMMUNICATION–MA
Jaclyn S. Malley

CRIMINAL JUSTICE–MA
Frank Michael Presutti

EDUCATION–MSED
Sarah Beth Alberts
Kaitlin Sallie Brady
Kaitlin Beth Brennan
Kimberly Calabro

EDUCATION–MAT
Christina Louise Nelson
Jessica Lynn Scherr
Edward Scullion
Dana Marie Slipek

EDUCATION–MED
Nicole Hoyt

ENGLISH–MA
Sara Jane Van Ness

FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS - MS
Lauren Therese Grobelny

HISTORY–MA
Kevin Champion Young

LIBERAL ARTS–MALA
Edward J. Carlson

NURSING–MSN
Beth E. Jameson

MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING–MS
Katherine Murray
Lauren Michelle Sheiner

PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING–MA
Stefania Gray

PUBLIC POLICY–MA
Jennifer N. Kasson

SOCIAL WORK–MSW
Nicole Lynne Ferguson
April D. Hinton
Tara Brady Rodriguez
Tanesia N. Tanner

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING–MS
Douglas Lee
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SUMMA CUM LAUDE*

Thomas William Adair
Victoria Jean Avon
Allison Linda Briscione
Jenna M. Dorsi
James Fitzgerald
Patricia Fonselius
Deryusorh Joseph Fountain
Agata J. Gorski
Nicole Marie Hamel
Kimberly Lauren Kepich
Colleen Marie McKendry
Pooja Mevawala
Daniel S. Room
Brian Michael Sudol
Denise Yonezuka

MAGNA CUM LAUDE*

Matthew Arnone
Jessica Bariletti
Anthony L. Colella
Jamie Elizabeth Conlon
Emilee Patricia Dockery
Cori-Ann Ferdinando
Emily L. Gately
Jenna Morel Helmer
Harrison Jay Klostreich
Sara Anne Mackey
Nicole Ann Moreira
Melissa Lee Mouras
Morgan A. O’Neill
Edda Serrano Pearman
Melanie Christina Penney
Casey Ann Pollard
Brittany Leigh Priolo
Amy C. Sloan
Andrew James Stratton
Nicholas Charles Stratton
Lianne Maia Vivian

CUM LAUDE*

Nicole Apruzzese
Jennifer Ann Basedow
Deanna L. Bishop
Alexandra L. Carroll-Byrne
Edwin M. Chiriboga
Anthony Joseph Claps
Kaitlin Ann Corsaro
Chenelle René Covin
Nicholas J. Fazzio
Dana Beth Fitzpatrick
Jamie Lynn Hirth
Candace M. Jahn
Nicole Rose Kennedy
Christopher Michael King
Maria Kohut
Paul Robert Luisi
Lauren A. Maldonado
Paige Alexandra Nekrasz
Deborah Rosenthal
Anthony Rocco Scarola
Alexandra Shlakman

* July 2011 and August 2011 baccalaureate graduates with honors are noted in the program listing of candidates.